Abstract -The purpose of this paper is to present services to people which might help them overcome their daily problems with cleaning, repairing, and maintaining of their houses, schools, universities and other living places. In addition, this is also helping people to have time for their other daily routines. Nowadays, many people are struggling with health problems; the reason is not to have clean and tidy living places due to the busy life. Therefore, this paper is proposing a conceptual biz model to overcome the pain and to find gain, utilizing Business Model Canvas (BMC), UPD, Literature Reviews, benchmarking, 4 Lenses of Innovation, and Value Proposition Design (VPD).
INTRODUCTION
For the purpose of having a better life, people are busy with their jobs and getting money, but keeping your house clean can be a monumental task, especially if you are having full time job, and children or pets or all of the above. A quality cleaning service can be best choice for your home and peace of mind. In this case where people are not able to handle all the activities by themselves at the same time, therefore, Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) is providing them High quality services of repairing, cleaning and maintenance to the public. It is estimated that the average cleaning company loses up to 55% of their customer base every year due to poor service [1] . As one business owner states good work goes unnoticed for years, but a bad job gets you fired immediately. However, Allied Market Research's report on the professional cleaning industry predicts the overall cleaning services market to grow at a Compound annual growth rate of 6.2 percent between 2016 and 2022, ultimately reaching just over $74 billion annually [2] . Therefore, repairing cleaning and maintenance services is deemed an expendable luxury when times are tough. Demand for house, schools, universities, apartments and other living places-cleaning services are most popular. Thus, Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) is a professional cleaning, Repairing and maintenance of customer living places at different locations with the high quality, which will make public to keep touch with Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company RMCC) and feel happy with our services. Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) is having non-permanent professional and skilled worker, which will call by the Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) according the schedule through application.
II. BACKGROUND
Looking at the demand of the customers, Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) is providing best services in terms of repairing, cleaning and maintenance of living places and stuff to the customers. We provide professional and trusted workers of the highest quality for the costumers. On top of this, customers enjoy insurance coverage, flexible working houses with low cost compare to companies, and facilities. Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) also provides flexible job hour opportunities to its workers. For having profit, Repairing, Maintenance and Cleaning Company (RMCC is not hiring permanent workers, they will only be called at the time of working through flexible job hour application. Currently, there are multiple Repairing Maintenance and Cleaning, services companies in Malaysia and all over the worlds who provides the same services, but RMCC is with provides the services with some differences such as flexible working time (24 hours), low price, best quality services, insurance coverage and non-permanent working team.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
As we know there are many companies that provide this kind of service around the globe but still not many people prefer it or even aware that there are such kind of companies exist which can repair, clean and maintain houses, private companies, government buildings [3] and so on. When it comes maintaining or repairing is a tremendous need for coordinated and accessible home-based services for seniors or busy people who don't have much time to do it by themselves. Therefore, it will be your favourable choice to overcome a certain interval of time, there is an urgent need for home maintenance that should not be overlooked. Due to a busy schedule of house owners, they find themselves unable to get time to carry the required actions to maintain their home and protect from damages.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we explored the use of business model canvas (BMC) as a tool to formulate and analyse the Future business models for repairing, maintenance, and cleaning Services Company. Business model canvas (BMC), Value Proposition Design (VPC), strategy canvas (SC) allows for different approaches of doing business and enables us to design the business before embarking on it [4] . However, in this paper, we have restricted the scope to designing and analysing alternative business model canvas. Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) will provide the services for customers with low price, trusted workers of the highest quality, insurance coverage, special discount for permanent customers and many other facilities for the costumers. In terms of worker who will be in charge of the services, we have developed an application where the workers can register themselves along with their personal information which will enable us to call them whenever we get a request from the customers. Taking consideration into maximizing the company's profit, temporary workers that can be hired from the application would be a better option.
V. LITERATURE REVIEW A. RMCC industry
Repair maintenance and cleaning company (RMCC) provide friendly and cost-efficient sustainable service for all their customers to ensure their customer's satisfaction. RMCC also aiming to provide a verify service locally first, and internationally for future as the next step. RMCC will allocate its offerings to each public and private clients coming from a diffusion of enterprise sectors including Agri-commercial enterprise, industry, Healthcare, Hospitality, luxurious, Tertiary, shipping, Retail, etc. RMCC will provide each click on-and-mortar commercial enterprise models due to the fact that most of the prevailing agencies use this sort of approach to combine bodily and online presence. This strategy enables the company to build a competitive advantage by providing better customer service.
B. Benchmarking Boss Facility Service.INC
Boss facility service is one of the companies that provide repairing, cleaning and maintain facilities. They function temporary spaces to installing and complete the services needed. They also claim that they can handle and understand their customer need. Their jobs are stressful. And they try to make sure everything is on the right path as they don't want to lose their customers. [5] Boss trying to reach high level of customer satisfaction they also got helicopter to fly if it requires an emergency need to. Facility maintenance happens. Windows break, locks need changing, walls need painting, hinges need tightening and that's However, what makes any company different form others or their competitors is how they do it. The boss company was founded in 2000 which is almost two decades and it's not easy to survive that long period if they wouldn't have strong strategic and solid planning. HAN Services HAN is a Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company with, convenience, and best quality home repairing, maintenance and cleaning Services. With customer portal, with the help of technology behind E-commerce platform the services at HAN can be easily delivered to the customer; therefore, HAN have developed some cost effective packages which can bring their best values for money to tenants owners. HAN headquarter located in Dubai, and it offers a comprehensive range of services to help house owners get quality maintenance. They claim that they use cutting edge technology to deliver cost effective packages for all your maintenance needs and requirements.
Figure 2
Home Maintenance Company Home Maintenance Company (HMC) is incorporated in June 2013 with the aim to make Home Maintenance easy and simple. HMC offers the services in electric, Plumbing, Carpentry, painting, and creation area. They address all domestic repair and renovation associated work HMC domestic Maintenance Company is a young corporation supplying a unique service to citizens of India from which he can get whole domestic renovation solution within the single roof by using developing the reputation as a qualified, moderately priced and trusted provider issuer. HMC also generate marketplace penetration and expand a strong basis of repeat clients and offers repair and upkeep answer via the professional technician Overall most of existing service companies do provide some intangible services to their customers but still there are doubts that all their customers are satisfied in term of the professionality, affiance and other elements. Therefore, some of the companies are still struggling to overcome their shortage.
To sum up, all three companies provide almost the same services but in different counties. For instance, the Boss Company which operates UAE it considered one of the best companies which provide that kind of service especially in Dubai. Nevertheless, the other two companies also are well known companies, and each company has its own value proposition which make their competitor difficult to compete with them.
VI. STRATEGY CANVAS

Figure 3
Boss Facility Service.INC, HAN Services and Home Maintenance, companies can be considered world-class companies Figure 3 shows the strategy canvas that has been applied to create a new market space as well as to make the competition .however RMCC the method we apply in order to increase our revenue is not to have a permanent employee which we didn't come across the other companies were using this method, but we think it could be a good way to limit the our cost. Furthermore, next streaky is to make sure our customers are happy with our service so come up to have a customer care sector where the costumers can compline if there is something they are not happy since the service we provide is quite challenging for both parties it will be solution to have customers care centre.
C. Mega-trend
First back in the days most of the people could have time to take care their own place but now it's quite difficult for Homeowners and other private company owners to clean their own pools and spas or nixed pool treatment altogether. As the economic not stable most of the people require to work more than one shift and this is the time that RMCC and similar companies can help the society especially wives, busy mothers who do not have enough time to look after their houses. Also, Companies in the industry compete on the basis of price, quality of service and breadth of service offerings. As technology advances there are many things that can help and improve our business. For instance, drones it can help us to check the tall buildings if the windows need to repair or to clean Furthermore in future it can be used robotic machines to be more useful.
D. Demand
Globally today there are many people who are outsourcing a portion of their housework -even the home cleaning. One reason for this is lack of time. An ABC News report found that "most of Americans work nearly 8 hours to 12 hours and numbers keeps increasing since statistics has been kept, but now they are also working longer than anyone else in the industrialized world. And at the same time as people in other international locations have been seeing their hours reduce back through regulation targeted on preventing work from infringing on private life, Americans had been going in the different direction. "Thus, individuals don't have time for household chores due to the fact they're at domestic much less however have the sources to pay others to do those chores for them. [6] . As the economy rebounds, experts are forecasting growth in the next few years as discretionary income increases, and consumers regain confidence in their financial situation. For example, industry revenue for residential cleaning is estimated to increase to $14 billion annually by 2014, while Harvard University's Joint Centre for Housing Studies estimates that homeowner spending on home improvement projects will increase by 3.5 percent per year (compounded) through 2015. Also, as Jim Hunter, president of professional handyman service House Doctors puts it, "small handyman jobs and repair and maintenance can only be put off for so long. [7] .
Figure 4
On the other hand, locally, there are an increasing number of companies which provide repair and malignance service in Malaysia especially in year 2016. As urban cities increase it requires some clearing and maintenance service it is somehow difficult for normal people to do such a task for example clearing the tall tower window. As there is no specific studies that confirms the exact number of companies and their market demand but still it can be said the reaping and maintenance service is promising sector for future [8] .
VII. 4 LENSES OF INNOVATION
Four Lenses of Innovation was delivered via Rowan Gibson as an energy tool for innovative thinking. With this framework, we could research the formulation for infusing creativity into our enterprise. It outlines four components which are Challenging Orthodoxies, Harnessing Trends, Leveraging Resources, understanding Needs Orthodoxies: [9] .
From the perspective of the challenge orthodoxies Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) tries to overcome many challenges in order to predict the future works. How to get more customers? How to compete with other companies? How to campaign? How can be different from other companies and see it from other perspectives Besides, Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) is additionally making an attempt to harness the trends. As a newcomer, Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) aims to disrupt this trend by delivery a replacement system that may manage people lifestyles. With the assistance of the internet Things (IoT), people can simply click our website and choose which services they want and after that we will send them right person who can entertain their need.
Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) is additionally leverage Resources because the on the market resources we see it as set of co-competencies and strategic assets that could stretch or leverage into new competition. Repair, Maintenance, and Cleaning Company (RMCC) could also get the resources they need from other people whether suppliers employees and combine to create new opportunities.
Understanding needs: it helps us to understand the customer's needs, to become the customer, and look things from the costumer's perspective in order to know their pains and gains and after that to address their problems before the competitions do [10].
VIII. IINITIAL BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
After 4 lenses of innovation, the proposed initial business model is as follow: 
B. Value Proposition
For achieving customer's requirement, Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) is trying harder to create value for Customer Segment to solve customer problem or customer needs.
C. Channels
Mosque is best channels that can be used for Muslim to promote the Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) business.
[11]
D. Customer Relationship
To make sure customers looking for Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) Service, we try to keep in touch with customers via social media and giving them some rewards.
E. Key Resources
Our key resources are skilled workers, Technology and stores.
F. Key Activities
To be successful, Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) need to take some key actions to make sure that all activities are running smoothly according the plan.
G. Key Partners
Our key partners are workers and other companies H. Cost Structure The main cost will be paying non-permanent workers salary.
I. Revenue Stream
Revenue will generate from commission for service provider and business advertisement [12] . It clear from Figure 10 , that out of 38 responses 71.1% of people are busy with their jobs, so looking at the busy life style RMCC is coming with a conceptual Biz Model to provide repairing, Maintenance, and cleaning service for people, where they can use to stay safe and healthy.
Figure 11
Figure 11, shows the demand where 89.5 % of people prefer the service rather than repair and clean by themselves.
Figure 12
From Figure 12 , we can say that most of the people is consider the quality and the price when they choosing repairing, maintenance and cleaning service for their hose, or other living places.
XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In conclusion, this conceptual solution brings new opportunities to serve the ummah, specially help them for having a better time management. As cleanliness is part and parcel of faith, and referring to the translation from hadith, Purity is half of Iman. We all responsible for cleaning our places and complete our duty to all mankind. Therefore, looking for the demand of the customers, Repair, maintenance, and cleaning company (RMCC) services might bring a lot changes in people's life, where they can stay safe and healthy. In the other hand, this might provide flexible working hours to the workers and give the opportunities for them to work any time they want. In future we have plan to develop Business plan (BP) & application for our business] and also we will provide some options for the customers where they can sell us the used and unwanted house stuff, which we can repair and sell back to the market.
